Hotep! We first would like to give thanks, and praise to our Ancestors, for their continued
blessings, welcome! To another lesson/study with The House of Sankofaa! In the spirit
of our Ancestors, we bring you the greeting words of peace, revelation, and struggle!
One Aim! One God! And One Destiny! It is always our purpose to seek truth, produce
justice, and produce correctness in all things we do! In practice, there is no other way for
any person to justify his/her existence!

The True Meaning of the Cross; the Falsification of the Ankh!
Our lesson/study today will be The True Meaning of the Cross; the falsification of the Ankh! The
book which we will consult for our subject is The Ankh - African origin of Electromagnetism by:
Nur Ankh Amen. Also, the book, Blacked Out through Whitewash vol.1, by: Suzar.The Isis
Papers by Francis Cress Welsing. To begin: what is popularly known as the Christian cross or
crucifix, the foremost symbol of Christianity, is also a phallic emblem & symbol of the male
principle & genitalia. It would be accurate for us to say that the cross is a dummying down of
the spirituality of the Ankh! The crucifix is a castrated Ankh! To be clear as Alvin Boyd Khun in
his book: Who is this King of Glory: explains: not a single doctrine, rite, tenet or usage in
Christianity was a new contribution to world religion. Bros. and Sisters, this will apply to our
lack of understanding of the spirituality and meaning of the Ankh! On page 64 of The Isis
papers by: Dr. Frances Cress Welsing she helps to shed some clarity on this issue, when she
says that the cross is an important and provocative symbol in the white supremacy
system/culture.
The Cross as we know it in the context of White Supremacy is a critical symbol in the thought
processes of the white supremacy system, beginning its evolution almost 2,000 years ago! This
was during the early aggression of whites to blacks. The Cross is a symbol of the white
collective`s fear-induced obsession with the genitals of all non-white men! (Did you get that?)
Now let us return to the Ankh! This was/is part of Afrikan theology & culture as the supreme
symbol of spirituality/life! The main point here is, we must understand that Afrikan Theology,
and culture was labeled as pagan, heathen, and idolatrous! The significance and the importance
of the Ankh fell victim to this attack! Fraudulent religions were forced upon Afrikaans, and other
people of color! This imposition was done at the expense of the Afrikaans own ancient
cosmology, and symbols. Thus, we were given the cross & separated from the Ankh in the
process! (Did you get that?)
When we look at the very word or concept of the Ankh, We will find that it`s name was one of
the most revered symbols of Ancient Africa’s Nile Valley civilization! The name of the Ankh
means life, to tie, connect, and join! From this word Ankh we get most words in our language
with the derivatives meanings of joining or connecting, such as, anchor, ankle, neck, knee,
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tangle, jungle, messenger, and angel. Remember, angels are messengers that connect us with
divine messages! From these we get junction/unction! In other words, Bros. and Sisters, the
Ankh was/is a symbol for the key to life itself! For instance, on pages 16-20 in his book The
Ankh: African origins of Electromagnetism; by; Nur Ankh Amen he tells us that the Ankh deals
with the very essence of life itself! He explains; the Ankh probes the question of what is life! 1.
Life: a; the quality that distinguishes a vital and functional being from a dead body. 2. A
principle or force that is considered to underlie the distinctive quality of animate being
compares. 3. Vitalism: an organismic state characterized by capacity for metabolism, growth,
reaction to stimuli, and reproduction. 4. The sequence of physical and mental experiences that
make the existence of an individual.5.one or more aspects of the process of living. 6. Biography:
a spiritual existence transcending physical death. Nur Ankh Amen goes on to explain: life is
harmonious coordination of energy, and matter, of such sophisticated construction,
and efficiency as to appear divinely ordained, and self sustaining. The Ankh is thus, a
mechanism that possesses a living characteristic (Law`DHaabMerc`y)
Bros. and Sisters, this is telling us that the Ankh meant more than organic life! This is critical to
our spiritual understanding! We are speaking here of life beyond this plane of existence! (Did
you get that?) For instance, Nur Ankh Amen explains the Ankh to life meaning to live life to its
fullest! The Ankh = the living incarnation of God! (Did you get that?) The meant the land of life!
The enteric realm, also life in a tomb! Bros. and Sisters, the Ankh was made from metal, clay,
and wood. It was worn as an amulet to extend the life of the living and placed on the Mummy
to energize the resurrected spirit. Gods and Kings wore/carried it to distinguish them from
mere mortals! Thus, the Ankh, = eternal life, and it bestowed immortality on anyone who
possessed it! (Help us Great Black Holy Ghost!)
The Ankh was/is an antenna or conduit for the divine power of life that permeates the
universe! Electromagnetism! (Did you get that?) The Ankh is associated with the Djed which
was/is the symbol of stability in Ancient Afrikan theology! The Djed is a pillar with bands across
the top and base. It was also a symbol used in the spiritual science of Mummification. It was
used to symbolize the metamorphosis which the body underwent at death and the
transformation of the physical being into its eternal celestial form. The Djed = the backbone of
Osiris, (Asar -the lord of the perfect black!) It is said that the spark emanating were as bright as
the Sirius Star!
Bros. and Sisters, the Ankh served many capacities in our spirituality in fact it served as a
natural conductor of skin (melanin resistivity) the skin is the key to the soul! Yes! The color of
your skin does count! A change in conductivity of the skin alters the capacitance of the Ankh,
creating frequency changes as a result. Both emotional & spiritual responses can be
communicated! There are hieroglyphic reliefs which are electronic circuit design, meant to
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convey knowledge of the hidden force of electromagnetism! Everything in nature is an
oscillator and God is the spark projecting all frequencies to which everything responds.
Atoms and molecules are perfect oscillators, which respond to light by absorbing and emitting
at specific frequencies.
The Afrikaans created the uraeus as an oscillator as a sound wave which was the ancient
symbol of serpents undulating or oscillating movements across the sand. Yet, we are told that
the mathematical description of a sine wave is attributed to Fourier, the European who
accompanied the other European Napoleon as one of the 167 savants who came into Kemit to
kill, steal, and plunder! To be clear his formula describing a wave as a distinctive sum of sine
waves, defined by their frequency, amplitude and phase, predates the European discovery of
electromagnetic waves by almost a century. “They don`t lie some of the time they lie all the
time!” (Help us Great Black Holy Ghost!)
It is said that the scepter (rod, conductor or connector) is an important electronic component,
used in the conveyance of current through a circuit and in discharging a capacitor (shine)! (Did
you get that?) In Ancient Afrikan theology the Gods are often shown holding the scepter to
symbolize their power over the lethal force of electrical discharge! (Did you get that?)
Brothers and Sisters for those of you who might be having some problems please look at 1
Chronicles 13:9, it there you will find the story of the Ark of the Covenant this is where we get
the lie that Uzzah put out his hand to steady the ark, when the oxen stumbled, the wrath of the
lord was kindled against him. He died before God, from his touching of the Ark! Brothers and
sisters, this story was co-opted from the Afrikaans keen observation of the natural laws this
why shrines was always placed in the mountains. High natural voltage necessary to charge the
shrine was always provided by the atmospheric potential differences between the sky and
ground. Now do you see the death of Uzziah more than likely came as a result of the violation
of nature`s natural laws vs. the mysterious strike from God!
Brothers and sisters, you might be asking the question how could an object (the Ankh) be so
popular in the Nile valleys of Afrika, and be ignored in Europe! The answer to this is because the
European lacked melanin. Yes, you got it! Melanin is an organic semiconductor that acts as a
detector (the sixth sense!) Without an electric skin, an Ankh is useless! Now do you see why in
the culture of white supremacy the Ankh had to be falsified with the Christian cross! (Help us
Great Black Holy Ghost!)
What we do for ourselves depends on what we know about ourselves! The bodies of Afrikaans
contain massive amounts of melanin that encodes all life`s experiences. This is why in our
Ancient theology the “Sisters” were the Oracles! During life visions appear frequently and ESP
is common in our culture! Let us be clear the reason for the spiritual science of Mummification
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was to preserve the black skin which contained a living neural -network of melanin. All living
systems have electromagnetic phantoms. (Did you get that?) The Afrikaans established a
positive way to communicate with all life forms on different planes of existence! The phantoms
of atoms and molecules are called photons; they are the essence of nuclear life, governing the
energy states of the material world!
The Ankh was/is held to the nose area because of its sensitivity to electromagnetic waves. This
is the area between the 5th & 6th chakra which, is centered on the nasal cavities, where a
massive quantity of neural receptors responsible for the sense of smell are exposed to the
environment! Brothers and sisters, the electronic circuitry of our Ancient Afrikan Ancestors was
used to facilitate greater contact with the spirit world! (Did you get that?) Brothers and sisters,
there is a lot more that can be said on the subject of the Ankh as it relates to our melanin &
spirituality! Remember, as Marimba Ani tells us we are a spiritual people because we are an
Afrikan people! We must abandon the pale God and return to the worship (study) of Osiris
(Asar lord of the perfect black!) This is where we began to deal with the electronics of black
skin!
Brothers and sisters, when we closely examined all the European scientist who are discovers of
electromagnetism, semiconductors, and quantum physics, everyone from Volta, Hertz, Henry,
Hans Christian Oersted, Fourier, to Sir Oliver Lodge! We will no longer use those terms to
describe them! Because the European concept of discovery should be examined in the light of
its political consequences on others, for a pattern exists which invariably results in domination
and expliotation.This pattern eradicates the truth, and replaces it with lies designed to promote
white supremacy! This is why we say that the white supremacist is the master criminal on the
planet, and the master crime on the planet is white supremacy! Discovery has nothing to do
with the original, it is a means by which a claim can be pursued and adjudicated by colonial
powers! (Did you get that?) In closing, Dr. Yosef Ben Jochannan in his book, “ Our Black
Seminarians & Black Clergy without a Black Theology”, we must fight to get the science of the
Ankh back in our culture! The ideas, the practices, and the concepts that went into the making
of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam were already old in Afrika before Europe was born! Hotep!
Until next week! One Aim! One God! And One Destiny! One Love!

The House of Sankofaa
Minister Barry Houston
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